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Abstract
Attempts to build machine translation (MT) systems often founder when faced with low-
resource languages. Neural and Statistical MT solutions require vast resources of 
example/training data or extensive knowledge/rule bases. Only a small proportion of bible 
translation projects have access to a coherent linguistic dataset. The UBS Glossing 
Technologies team1 are developing a language analyser designed to overcome some of 
these fundamental limitations. The objective of the work is to provide linguistic data for 
current and future computer assisted translation systems to enable them to contribute to a 
project at a much earlier stage. 

The Parse Bot (PB) system uses a collection of automatic parsers, each focussed on a 
particular aspect of language. This multi-dimensional approach to learning is proving to be 
a strong solution. Outputs from the parsers (bots) are aggregated and stored. PB is designed
to learn from very small amounts of text. By examining short pericopes in turn the system 
learns about a target language. Typical outcomes include a bi-lingual dictionary and 
morphology tables. The system has no prerequisites other than a developing text. This 
paper will present the system in detail, each parser is discussed and the overall strengths 
and weaknesses of the approach are assessed. Results from example parses are explained 
and possible field implementations of the process suggested.

Introduction

The ParseBot analyser system (PB) is built upon a small number of core principles of language and 
some general attributes of computers and human beings. With regard to language we begin with the 
basic premise that language is susceptible to analysis [Chomsky 1975]. The simple fact that human 
beings learn to use languages demonstrates that language in general is a common consequence of 
human thought and interaction. At its root this corresponds to an ability to encode and decode 
human cognition in language such that human beings can communicate with one another through 
the medium of language. For this to succeed it must be the case that speakers of the same language 
are able to identify the items and patterns of use which correspond to particular items, concepts and 
usage. We expect that these patterns are consistent and that, as such, they must be susceptible to 
analysis. 

In the context of computers the key attribute is the science of Machine Learning (ML). ML and its 
application to translation (Machine Translation – MT) has been amongst the goals of computer 
science ever since Alan Turing produced his paper Computing Machinery and Intelligence (Mind, 
October 1950) in which he proposed what has become famous as the Turing Test as a means to 

1 The PT Glossing Tech team are the originators of the ParaTExt Interlinear, Key Term Glossing and the 
Concordance Builder.
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assess whether or not a computer could considered to be ‘thinking’. Despite ambitious predictions 
of imminent success since the 1950s it is only in recent years that real progress has been made in 
ML and MT in particular. The advent of sophisticated statistical [Barrachina et al 2009] and more 
recently neural [Wu et al 2016] MT systems (SMT & NMT) has at last enabled the creation of 
generally effective automatic MT solutions. Sadly, these solutions only succeed where vast reserves 
of example training data [Shterionov et al 2017] are available from which the systems can learn and
where there are machines sufficiently powerful to process these data. Prior to this, such systems as 
were available were heavily knowledge based and consisted of inference engines working with 
extensive databases of linguistic information by which an utterance might be converted from one 
language to another. The size and scale of such knowledge bases put them beyond the means of all 
save for governments and major international corporations. Nevertheless attempts are being made to
use both the power of PBSMT systems together with some measure of linguistic data in a form of 
Hybrid MT [Costajussà and Fonollosa 2015] and have demonstrated that, given more limited 
examples together with data such as morphology tables and a bi-lingual dictionary progress can be 
made. [Daspit 2016]

Bible translation forms a particularly difficult context for MT systems. Most takes place in the 
context of translating the bible into a vernacular language which, almost by definition, is very 
unlikely to have the kind or scale of example training data needed by a PBSMT or NMT system. 
NMT systems have some particular limitations in that they are more sensitive to dissimilar genres in
their training data. [Shterionov et al 2017]. Whilst some translation projects have access to a 
measure of linguistic data, for the majority such data are sparse or none existent. The consequence 
is that mainstream MT is generally unable to help bible translators. Notwithstanding these 
limitations, United Bible Societies (UBS) has for more than ten years made available within the 
ParaTExt (PT) translation editor a form of word based statistical analysis for a text which can 
generate key term glosses and allows the user to align a new translation against a model text on an 
interlinear, word for word basis. The PT Glossing Technologies [Riding 2008, Riding and van 
Steenbergen 2011] as they are called are presently the only entirely language independent linguistic 
analysis system available to help bible translators. (The same technology powers the PT 
Concordance Builder [Rees and Riding 2009]). Helpful though they are, they share the same 
limitations as mainstream PBSMT and NMT (albeit not to the same degree) insofar as they require 
significant amounts of completed text to use as training data before they can contribute.

The third key item in the PB system is the translator themselves. Translators and scholars are 
absolutely key to the bible translation task. Two thousand years of wrestling with scripture has 
given us a rich resource of biblical scholarship and analysis with regard to the base texts of the 
bible. Whether accessed directly or via resources such as MARBLE these data provide a vast 
compendium of information for translators about the original texts and their context. This is of great
value and allied with the deep knowledge of target language and culture brought by the mother-
tongue translator offers a formidable resource for translation teams.  Given the nature of translation 
in general and complexities of bible translation in particular we might question whether any 
artificial system can ever approach the richness of experience and form that will fall naturally from 
the work of a human team. Having said that we must, however, acknowledge that human translators
will always have good days and bad days and that no matter how rigorously they pursue their work 
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it is unlikely the text they produce will be free from inconsistencies of translation and form and it is 
here that computer based analysis can help. 

Sparse Data Analysis

The PB system represents a radical departure from the generally accepted norms of machine 
learning. As computers have become ever more powerful and the growth of the world wide web has
ensured ever larger sets of training data (at least in mainstream languages) computer scientists have 
taken the opportunity of developing systems which rely more and more upon vast libraries of 
training data which can be processed by equally vast amounts of computing power. Where these 
data sets are focussed and consistent for content and genre good results can be obtained. PB, by 
contrast, is designed to work with no more than the text of a developing translation and without the 
need for linguistic data describing the target text and language. We have named this approach 
Sparse Data Analysis [Riding and Boulton 2017] and it exploits the reality that short pericopes of 
text will feature data that is directly relevant to that discourse disproportionately strongly within that
pericope. This is significant for ML which in the end comes down to being able to discern signal 
from noise within its learning environment. The mainstream approach to ML solves this kind of 
problem by demanding ever larger sets of training data and then analyses this vast amount of 
information prior to attempting any translation. In other words, mainstream MT takes a very large 
snapshot of training data and processes it in a single, massive training event. This is quite unlike the
way human beings learn language. Human beings learn piecemeal, aggregating their learning over a
considerable period of time – a lifetime in fact. Where the machine exhaustively processes a single 
snapshot of data the human acquires fragments of information which are pieced together into a 
coherent whole over time. Moreover, where the machine is limited to a single dimension of 
exhaustive analysis, the human is never limited to any single context of learning. In the context of a 
written text for example the human does not simply encounter a stream of printed words; as they 
read the text is voiced internally and added dimensions of narrative, inflection and rhythm (and 
many others) contribute to the learning process. It is our contention that this multi-dimensional 
approach to learning is strongly characteristic of
human learning and is a significant factor in the
human ability to learn from very small amounts of
focussed data over time. PB adopts a similarly
multi-dimensional approach to linguistic analysis
where the analyses of what are often seen as
discrete elements of language proceed in parallel
with successful analyses in one context
contributing to analyses in other contexts.

Sparse data analysis begins with the premise that
short pericopes of text will have disproportionately
strong signals for linguistic entities related to the
narrative in question. For example, a narrative
describing a conversation between Jesus and Peter
can be expected to include not only those names
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but also close cognate forms covering subject, object and perhaps indirect object functions. The 
same is true of other vocabulary. The consequence of this is that much more can be learnt 
proportionally from such pericopes than one might imagine. The optimum size of pericope is 
language dependent but the general pattern of learning against training data size is broadly as shewn
in the figure above. The shaded areas represent the potential for learning as a proportion of the 
amount of text.

Learning about a language

Such an approach is radical and required a completely new approach to analysing a language. The 
team began by reviewing the general experience of translators working with the PT Glossing 
Technologies (GT). The single biggest problem for the GT is particularly rich and/or complex 
morphologies. Such characteristics make it very hard for a machine to see the wood for the trees 
when attempting an alignment or identifying a key gloss. Finding ways to manage such 
complexities from very short sections of text forced the team to reconsider the way we generally 
think of language. The team returned to a solution engineered some years ago to address the 
problem posed by proper-names (PNs) in a biblical text. Identifying proper names in a text is a pre-
requisite to a coherent morphological analysis as it is often the case that PNs do not obey the rules 
of the host language. They need to be identified before attempting a general morphological 
analysis.2 The method of analysis adopted was to consider a PN as an ordered set of phonemes and 
to seek a similar ordered set of phonemes in the target text whilst recognising that not all would 
necessarily be present. This required the development of a robust non-contiguous pattern 
recognition engine [Riding and Boulton 2016] which, allied with a transliteration predictor based 
around a Hidden Markov Model [Riding 2011] was able to identify PNs in a text with a high degree
of accuracy. The importance for PB was the recognition that language is fundamentally a stream of 
ordered entities and that not only phonemic but also morphological and syntactical patterns in 
language might be analysed in the same way. The team first experimented with this in the context of
analysing complex morphologies in semitic languages (Hebrew) with considerable success.[Riding 
2012] This suggested that such patterns were indeed endemic within natural language and might 
prove susceptible to such analysis.

The team has applied this technique successfully in a number of contexts which have allowed PB to
identify close cognates, stem radices, morphology patterns and PNs from very small pericopes of 
text. Once such morphological data is available it then becomes possible to attempt short corpus 
glossing using the derived morphology and stem lemmata to limit the problem space. Each of these 
processes corresponds to a parseBot in the PB system. The bots are organised in a single cluster 
which examines a pericope of text for each of the outcomes listed above. Each bot returns a set of 
parses of varying strength. The true strength of the system is in aggregating these results such that 
where a particular parse is supported by more than one process that parse is strengthened 
accordingly. 

2 For example, an automatic analysis of an English bible returns a strong signal for an _iah suffix morpheme unless 
PNs are removed.
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Principle components

The PB system comprises of three principle components: a set of individual parseBots each 
designed to analyse a small pericope of text for a particular facet of language, a Language Model 
able to store the parses generated by the bots and aggregate them as more text is encountered and a 
Supervision Module to allow translators to confirm or reject the parses made. 

ParseBots
A typical bot cluster comprises morphology and stem parsers, proper-name parsers and a short 
pericope glossing engine.3 Each bot examines a given short passage of text for patterns which are 
significant for its context. For example, a proper-name bot is looking for surface forms which 
strongly resemble phonemically the model forms for names found in the pericope. Its output is a 
hypothesis of a match between a model name and an entity in the target language. A close cognate 
bot considers all the surface forms in the pericope in the context of strong lexical similarity. Output 
from the close cognate bot is a list of surface forms which may be close cognates. From this data a 
stem bot can derive a common stem radix and the complement of this analysis is also stored as 
possible morpheme structures. The morphology bot itself examines all the surface forms in the 
pericope for common morphology structures. Any morphology templates discovered are then used 
to select their complements in surface form matches as possible stem templates. All of these results 
are aggregated and where more than one analysis supports a similar conclusion the confidence 
levels for that conclusion can be increased. For a detailed description of how this happens see 
Appendix C. 

All of these outputs are stored in a local language model (LLM) for the current pericope as each bot
in turn reports its results. When all the results are stored, outputs which meet a general set of 
success thresholds are written away to the global language model (GLM) within which the results 
from all parses are stored and aggregated. 

Language Model
The heart of the system is the Language Model (LM). It must be stated at once that the LM for the 
PB system is a very different thing from a linguistically derived language model. The PB LM holds 
very similar data but organised rather differently with the emphasis upon computability and 
potential knowledge synthesis rather than on conformation with or aggregation of formal linguistic 
entities or structures. In short, the PB LM holds sets of ordered but non-contiguous patterns at 
phonemic, morphological and syntactic levels. The model is based around the recognition that all 
linguistic entities in a language are comprised of ordered components. Morphological patterns may 
be relative simple, particularly where languages are strongly affixal/agglutinative, but in some 
languages they can be complex in the sense that whilst they are still ordered the elements that 
comprise the pattern may not necessarily be contiguous (e.g. Semitic languages). Syntax patterning 
is commonly complex and non-concatenative for all languages. The LM records the outputs from 
the various bots. These are generally patterns such as morphology or stem templates, glosses or 
phoneme templates. All are stored, together with the locations in the text where they have been 
encountered. This data represents the system’s knowledge of the text and language, based upon 
what it has seen. It is incomplete and subject to revision as more text is encountered and the 

3 Work to date has focussed on word level analysis as a pre-requisite for syntax level parsing.
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analysis broadens. Just as the outputs from individual parsers are aggregated to give stronger 
outcomes so the outputs from the analysis of a particular portion of text is aggregated with that from
other portions and the collected results are exploited to give a broader and more coherent expression
of the language as a whole. 

Supervision Module
The general expectation for this process is that it is supervised. In other words, whilst the system 
can run without reference to the user, it is preferred that the user reviews results regularly. All MT 
systems produce nonsense from time to time. Where the analysis is based on such limited amounts 
of data the scope for confusion is high. The team addressed this by generating for each successful 
parse a user interaction request. These ‘interacts’ are stacked each time a parse is run and the user is 
invited to review them and to confirm or reject the hypotheses4. Where the user confirms an 
interact, its associated hypotheses are confirmed in the language model and given added weight in 
future analyses. Over time the proportion of confirmed analyses grows and the LM is more and 
more able to hypothesise broader exploitation of what has been learned across the wider text.

Being asked to review interacts regularly also encourages the translator to continually review their 
work. The nature of short pericope analysis where locally significant linguistic signals often stand 
out strongly in a short passage also helps with automatic key term analysis and review as many 
interacts are likely to include requests to confirm key term glosses etc… 

To date the focus of work has been on developing the parseBots and LM modules. The current 
interact implementation is primitive although it does serve to demonstrate the principle of user 
confirmation. We expect the final implementation of interact review to be strongly dependent on the
editing environment the translator is using.

Modular Design
The overall design of the PB system is strongly modular. The system has three layers, used in its 
entirety the user interacts with the system via a standard .NET GUI which in turns maps to high 
level classes giving access to the LM, the Interact stack and the parsers. These include routines to 
link PB to the model/base texts and the text to be processed, set and store parse threshold defaults 
and manage the parseBot cluster. Below this are the classes that comprise the LM and each parser is
exposed so that it can be called directly by 3rd party systems if required. API documentation for this 
level is available. At the bottom of the stack are the ‘kernel’ routines that provide the core 
processing that underpins the parsers including the pattern matching engine, routines to manage the 
matching and inversion of patterns and supporting routines for the short pericope glossing engine. 

The consequence of this is that the PB will be available for other applications to interact with and 
use either at user level or at API level. An example would be the proper-name recognition bot which
is callable directly to identify names in a pericope.

Possible Outcomes

• Broad Compatibility
At present PB is using PT as its data source but there is in principle no reason why other 

4 For example, a user may be asked to confirm whether or not mundo, mundum and mundus are close cognates. For a 
more detailed example see Appendix Inter.
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sources of biblical text cannot be used. PB converts all text read from PT into BCV format 
and can take BCV format data directly if needed. Similarly, text from other editors can be 
used provided it is presented to PB in BCV format.

• Key Terms
One example of how PB can help translators is by automatically populating key term lists. 
The nature of short pericope analysis is that key terms (Including names) are likely to to be 
well represented in passages that refer to them allowing them to be identified, glossed and 
stem radices to be generated.

• Spelling and Word Formation
As PB builds lists of morphology tables these data can be used to parse a project wordlist in 
search of forms that are at variance with the those generally found. Similarly, the PB names 
list data can be used to build phoneme sets and identify names and ensure that they do not 
generate word formation conflicts with the language as a whole.

• Regular Review
If PB is used as envisaged the user will be asked regularly to review the parse hypotheses 
generated by PB. This will encourage regular, small scale review of the text which will in 
turn limit the scale of large scale checking later in the project.

• Bi-lingual Dictionaries & Morphology Tables
Glosses generated by PB can be exported as a bi-lingual dictionary for use as the basis of 
glossaries or perhaps as seed data for other CAT systems. Morphology tables can also be 
exported as the basis for a word level grammar or as inputs for other systems.

• Syntax Tables
The work to date has focussed on word level parsing but it is our intention to use the data 
generated at word level to identify syntax level patterns in the text. We hope to derive from 
these data information such as the constituent order of a clause, the order of modifiers 
(adjectives, numerals, demonstratives, possessives, and adjuncts) and the order of adverbials
etc… in phrases. Once again these data could be made available for use by other systems.

Next Steps 

PB is a major research project which began at the start of 2018. Since then the team have created a 
set of word level parsers based on innovative pattern matching and glossing strategies and designed 
and built an entirely new, language independent, computable language model. With the individual 
parsers, parse cluster management and the LM now in place the research focus is turning to the 
aggregation and exploitation of parsers in the global language model. This part of the work is at an 
early stage and we expect it to form the bulk of our effort in the coming months. 

Future Plans

Once the parse exploit processes are in place the team will then turn their attention to syntax level 
parsing. Strong outcomes from the word level parsers are a pre-requisite for this. We hope to exploit
MARBLE data to allow us to gloss morphology for function and to use these data as the beginning 
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of clause component alignments. Whether this is best done by extending our own processing or by 
using existing clause level aligners has yet to be determined.

One possible research outcome of the work to date is to take the conceptual design of the LM and 
implement it as a graph database where the power of the GrDB can be utilise to predict as yet 
unseen but logically implied parses. This is an intriguing possibility offering both the possibility of 
much stronger LM exploitation on the one hand and a particularly arcane set of labyrinth like 
distractions on the other. Proceed with caution...

Conclusion

The PB system seeks to harness the power of computers in the service of translators, each is 
allowed to play to their strengths and the translator is always the final arbiter with regard to the 
validity of PB outputs. PB has no pre-requisites for the target language but will benefit from the 
wealth of scholarship on the base texts either directly or as exposed by MARBLE via gateway 
languages. The sparse data analysis model posed difficult problems which have required innovative 
solutions. As these solutions have been developed the team have noted with interest that a relatively
small number of core processes have been successfully applied in what are often considered to be 
disparate linguistic contexts. We find this intriguing as it implies that the core building blocks of 
language in many different contexts may be successfully mapped to common analyses. This is 
suggests fruitful areas of further study.

J D Riding and N J Boulton
October 2019
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Appendices:

Appendix A – Process Model

PB is still very much under development but the process model as it stands is shewn in the 
following diagram:
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Appendix B – Example Parse

For this example the text selected was the Latin Vulgate translation. Latin is a language with a 
reasonably rich morphology and with the advantages of a straightforward orthography and being 
generally accessible for review. The parallel text used for glossing was the Greek NT with English 
glosses.

The pericope chosen was Jn 1.1-10 which was parsed in two tranches, Jn 1.1-6 and then extending 
to Jn 1.1-10. It is listed below together with an English translation:

BCV Latin Vulgate English NRSV

043001001

043001002
043001003

043001004

043001005

043001006

043001007

043001008

043001009

043001010

in principio erat verbum et verbum erat 
apud deum et deus erat verbum 

hoc erat in principio apud deum
omnia per ipsum facta sunt et sine ipso 
factum est nihil quod factum est
in ipso vita erat et vita erat lux hominum 

et lux in tenebris lucet et tenebrae eam non 
conprehenderunt 
fuit homo missus a deo cui nomen erat 
iohannes 
hic venit in testimonium ut testimonium 
perhiberet de lumine ut omnes crederent per
illum 
non erat ille lux sed ut testimonium 
perhiberet de lumine 
erat lux vera quae inluminat omnem 
hominem venientem in mundum 
in mundo erat et mundus per ipsum factus 
est et mundus eum non cognovit 

In the beginning was the Word, and the Word 
was with God, and the Word was God. 

He was in the beginning with God. 
All things came into being through him, and 
without him not one thing came into being. 
What has come into being in him was life, and
the life was the light of all people. 
The light shines in the darkness, and the 
darkness did not overcome it.
There was a man sent from God, whose name 
was John. 
He came as a witness to testify to the light, so 
that all might believe through him. 

He himself was not the light, but he came to 
testify to the light. 
The true light, which enlightens everyone, 
was coming into the world.
He was in the world, and the world came into 
being through him; yet the world did not 
know him.

The Latin text contained 61 surface forms.

The following set of parseBots was run in each parse:

1. Morphology analyser
2. Close cognate analyser
3. Proper Name identification
4. Short pericope glossing engine
5. Stem lemmata analysis

The first four ran sequentially as directed by the parse management routine. The stemBot ran as 
required to exploit the analyses from the other bots.

The analysis yielded a rich set of outputs:

1. Morphology

Morf Surface Forms Supporting processes

_a facta Glossing
Close Cognate

_ae tenebrae Glossing
Close Cognate
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_em hominem Close Cognate

_is tenebris Glossing
Close Cognate

_o ipso Glossing
Close Cognate

_um verbum
ipsum
factum
illum
mundum
deum
eum

Morphology
Glossing
Close Cognate

_us deus Glossing
Close cognate

2. Stem Lemmata

Stems (17) Surface Forms Supporting processes

de_ deo
deum
deus

Glossing
Close cognate
Morphology

e_ eum Morphology

fact_ facta 
factum
factus

Glossing
Close cognate
Morphology

hom_ homo Morphology

homin_ hominem
hominum

Close cognate
Morphology

ill_ ille
illum

Morphology

ips_ ipso 
ipsum

Close cognate
Glossing

miss_ missus Morphology

mund_ mundo 
mundum 
mundus

Glossing
Morphology

omni_ omnia Morphology

princip_ principio Morphology

qu_ quae Morphology

tenebr_ tenebrae 
tenebris

Close cognate
Glossing

testimoni_ testimonim Morphology

ver_ vera Morphology

verb_ verbum Glossing
Morphology

vit_ vita Glossing
Morphology
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3. Bi-lingual Dictionary

Surface Form Stem Base Gloss (English)

cognovit γινώσκω (recognize)

deo, deum, deus de_ θεόν, θεὸς, θεοῦ (God) 

erat ἦν (was)

et καὶ (and)

facta, factum, factus fact_ ἐγένετο (came into being)

hoc οὗτος (he)

in ἐν (in)

Iohannes Ἰωάννης (John)

ipso, ipsum ips_ αὐτὸ, αὐτοῦ, αὐτῷ (he, it)

lux φῶς, φωτός (light)

mundo, mundum, mundus mund_ κόσμον, κόσμος, κόσμῳ (world)

non οὐ, οὐκ (not)

per δι (through)

tenebrae, tenebris tenebr_ σκοτία, σκοτίᾳ (darkness)

verbum verb_ λόγος (word)

vita vit_ ζωὴ (life)

4. Key Terms
The following are the key terms for John 1.1-10 found by PB.

Lemma PB Gloss PB Stem Analysis

γινώσκω cognovit

ζωή vita (life) vit_

θεός_1 deo, deum deus (God) de_

Ἰωάννης_1 Iohannes

κόσμος mundo, mundum, mundus mund_

λόγος verbo, verbum verb_

σκοτία tenebrae, tenebris tenebr_

φῶς lux

Processing Synopsis
Of a corpus of 61 surface forms PB generated:

27 morphological parses 44% of the corpus
17 stem lemmata 27% of the corpus
25 glosses (including 6 stem glosses) 40% of the corpus
8 key terms 38% of the list

This is a strong result, particularly when we remember that PB began with no information about the 
target language whatsoever and used only the selected ten verses for its analysis.
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Appendix C – Aggregating Parse Results

Each parse made by PB must be scored to allow it to be given an appropriate weight in the overall 
analysis. Scores are reported as values between 0 and 1 where the value is calculated as a proportion
of the optimum score that might have been expected. For details on the how the base scoring is 
calculated for morphology see [Riding 2012] and for name patterns see [Riding and Boulton 2016]. 
The calculation of short pericope gloss scoring is covered in Appendix E.

Given scores for each parse from each bot the next task is to determine whether a particular parse is 
supported by more than one bot. A number of solutions suggested themselves all generally based 
upon the concept of the Threshold Logic Unit (TLU) used in Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs).

Threshold logic units mimic the functions of axon hillocks in the human cortex. [Hawkins and 
Blakeslee 2005] Human (all natural) neurons send out dendrites which link them to other neurons. 
Signals flow along these dendrites towards their target neurons. Each neuron has an axon hillock 
where incoming dendrites converge. The axon aggregates the various inputs and, depending upon 
whether a satisfactory threshold has been reached, fires the neuron which in turn sends signals out 
along its dendrites to other neurons.

A number of ways to aggregate incoming signals were modelled and tested:

• Single Value: Selects the best of the values from the various supporting bots.

• Input Average: Averages the values from the supporting bots

• Sigmoid Squash: Applies a sigmoid function to squash the sum of the bot inputs into the 
space between 0 and 1.

• Probability Space Sum: Orders the inputs on value, best first. Selects the best input and sets 
the entity score to that value. Calculates the remaining probability space (RPS) by 
subtracting the score from 1. For each remaining input divides the RPS by the remaining 
inputs and adds the product of each remaining input and the RPS to the score and then 
recalculates RPS for the remaining inputs.

Experiment found the last option – PSpaceSum – gave the best results by favouring the strongest 
signals.

See overleaf for a more detailed example.
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Example PSpaceSum Calculation:
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Appendix D – Sample Interaction Output.

PB is designed to run as a supervised system. Whilst every effort is made to ensure that parses are 
accurate the reality of working with such small amounts of text is that false signals may stand out 
and errors will occur. Supervision is the obvious way to manage this. Each PB parse generates an 
‘interaction’. These interacts form the basis of the supervision dialogue. We envisage these 
interactions in the form of simple questions requiring no linguistic knowledge which can be 
answered with yes or no or perhaps by checking or unchecking a box.

Interaction Stack for the example parse at Appendix B:

Parser Message

Close Cognate Are these forms of the same word: {ipso,ipsum}?

Close Cognate Are these forms of the same word: {facta,factum}?

Close Cognate Are these forms of the same word: {tenebrae,tenebris}?

Close Cognate Are these forms of the same word: {ipso,ipsum,illum,ille}?

Close Cognate Are these forms of the same word:  {facta,factum,factus}?

Close Cognate Are these forms of the same word: {hominem,hominum}?

Close Cognate Are these forms of the same word: {mundo,mundum,mundus}?

Name Is the word Iohannes the name Ἰωάννης (John)?

Glossing Are the stem verb* and λόγος (word) equivalent?

Glossing Are the stem ips* and αὐτοῦ, αὐτῷ, αὐτὸ equivalent?

Glossing Are the stem de* and θεόν, θεὸς, θεοῦ (God_1) equivalent?

Glossing Are the stem tenebr* and σκοτίᾳ, σκοτία (darkness) equivalent?

Glossing Are the stem mund* and κόσμον, κόσμῳ, κόσμος (world) equivalent?

Glossing Are the stem fact* and ἐγένετο (came to be) equivalent?:

Glossing Are in and ἐν(in) equivalent?

Glossing Are et and καὶ(and) equivalent?

Glossing Are hoc and οὗτος (this) equivalent?

Glossing Are vita and ζωὴ (life) equivalent?

Glossing Are lux and φῶς (light) equivalent?

Glossing Are erat and ἦν (was) equivalent?

Glossing Are per and δι (through) equivalent?

Glossing Are non and οὐ, οὐκ (not) equivalent?

Glossing Are cognovit and γινώσκω equivalent?

Such interactions can be phrased and localised to suit individual teams.
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Appendix E – Short Pericope Glossing

The glossing technologies developed for PT and the PT concordance builder proved to be less well 
suited for short pericope analysis. The team developed a simple but robust glosser which has given 
very good results:

1. Process

1.1 Pre-Requisites
Two parallel texts are required each partitioned into short sections (verses) by common referencing 
system. This is in principle the only pre-requisite but for practical purposes two other inputs will be 
needed. One of the texts, typically the base or model text, should be lemmatised. The glosser is 
designed to work within the PB system as part of a ParseBot cluster so a PB derived language 
model (LM) is assumed to be present as part of the target text project.

1.2 Data Preparation
The local context for processing must first be set by the selection of a short pericope in the target 
text. The optimal size for a pericope is language pair dependent but results can be obtained from as 
few as six verses.

Having set the pericope the next step is to generate a list of all the surface forms found within the 
pericope in the target text. This list is our set of candidates for glossing. Reference to the LM will 
also allow known stem lemmata present in the pericope to be added to the candidate set. We 
consider this list of candidates as a set where each element is a gloss candidate. We calculate for 
each element its occurrence in the pericope as a whole and record the particular references within 
the pericope where it is found.

The base or model text is prepared in the same way by calculating the occurrence and listing the 
locations for each gloss candidate within the pericope. In the case of a lemmatised base or model 
text most of this information can be easily retrieved from the data set.

At this point we have created two sets of gloss candidates, one for each text. Some will be surface-
form lexemes, others stem lemmata but all will be treated alike. We shall name these two sets A and 
B. The only thing we know for certain about these two sets of items is that, potentially, any item in 
one set could be equivalent to any item in the other set. Or, to express this more formally: Re , the set
of all possible equivalence relations between these two sets of items is the cartesian product of these

two sets of candidates: Re=(A×B) . 

1.3 Orthogonal Representation
We imagine our two texts as describing a two-dimensional space where one, text A, is represented 
by the X-axis and the other, text B, by the Y-axis. The size of the selected pericope sets the extent of
the axes. The space marked out by the two axes is occupied by the candidates. For any given 
pericope each item (candidate) will occupy a portion of that space. We can express this portion by 
taking the square of the occurrence count for an item in that pericope. This we do for each item in 
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text A and each item in text B. If we compare the space occupied by an item Ra in text A (5) with the
spaces occupied by each item Rbi in text B, then the item in text B with the greatest intersection 
between the space it occupies and that of the item from text A is most likely to be its equivalent. We
can represent this diagrammatically thus:

In practice this will not work well as an item Rbi with a generally high occurrence across all of text 
B stands a good random chance of fitting the space occupied by Ra in any given pericope. We 
adjust for this by taking the product of the occurrence of both Ra and Rbi within the area of the text 
space and dividing the square of the intersection between the two spaces by this number. The result 
from this represents the probability that Ra is equivalent to Rbi, or more formally:

At first sight this has every appearance of being a robust solution but once again, there are 
problems. 

In the context of short pericope glossing the possibility that more than one item in text B may share 
a space with an item from text A is much stronger than it would be for larger pericopes. In a 
scenario where the value of the intersect between Ra and Rbi may be small it is not hard to see how 
conflicting solutions may present themselves. In this context a decision cannot be made on the basis
of the available information. We need a way to reflect these ambiguities in our results. We can also 
represent this scenario diagrammatically:

5 We will use Ra to indicate the list of references where an item a in A can be found within the current pericope and 
Rb, extended to Rbi , to represent the same for an item b from text B in the same pericope.
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Consider now the possibility that an item Ra in text A may occupy a space which is shared by two 
(or more) items, Rbi and Rbj, from text B. The strongest solution is Rbi but Rbj is not far behind. 
How can we reflect this ambiguity in our assessment? The strength of the signal for Rbj can be 
considered as interfering with the signal for Rbi . We can represent the strength of that interference 
by calculating the absolute value (to avoid negative results) of the score for the Rbi signal less the 
score for Rbj. We shall call this d as it represents the difference between the scores for Rbi and Rbj. 
We now adjust our result for Rbi by taking the product of our score for Rbi and d, allowing us to 
state with more confidence:

The outcome of this adjustment is to weaken any results for b items where there is significant 
interference from another entity in the same solution space. This may rule out good glosses but in 
these circumstances we cannot be sure that either solution is valid and it is better to disregard both.

2. Example

We imagine a parallel pericope where text A has an item Ra which is present in five locations in the 
pericope. In text B we find an item Rbi which is present in four locations in the pericope all of 
which intersect with locations for Ra. Similarly, we find another item in text B Rbj present three 
times in the pericope, again where all three Rbj locations intersect with Ra. 

First we calculate the probability that Rbi matches Ra:
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and the probability that Rbj matches Ra:

taking these two values we calculate d and apply this to our original score for Rbi :

The original match value for Ra being equivalent to Rbi (0.8) has now become 0.12 and will fall 
well below any meaningful success threshold.

3. Synonyms

Minding the Gap
The nature of language is such that parallel texts rarely have word for word correspondence. There 
are a number of reasons for this. Highly inflected languages may generate many close cognates, 
nominals may give way to pro-nominals and synonyms may substitute entirely different lemmata in 
place of others. This latter phenomenon merits further consideration.

Consider an item in text B which proves to be a partial match for an item in text A. What of the 
missing locations? Where a synonym is present it may be possible to complete the gloss by 
examining the gaps in the primary analysis. For example, given a partial match that accounts for 
perhaps four of six locations, can a strong match be found for the remaining two? If so, it is possible
that this secondary match may be a synonym for the primary match.

In these circumstances we first evaluate the primary match and, presuming success, then consider 
the remaining space not occupied by the primary match. 

To identify this space we take the complement of the intersection of the map for Ra and the map for 
Rbi :

and calculate the secondary match (synonym) as before:

repeating as necessary until Ra2 is null or there are no candidates that pass the gloss threshold.
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